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Basic HTML Element Tags  
"HTML" means "HyperText Markup Language" and is the markup language that's used 
to write web pages using a set of relatively simply tags. The language simply 
describes a web page's content and its structure.  
 
HTML tags are keywords (tag names) surrounded by angle brackets, ie., <html>. 
HTML tags normally come in pairs (see below), which represent the opening (or start) 
and closing (or end) of the tag.  

 

<p> This is a paragraph of text. </p> 

 
We’ll start today by reviewing some very basic tags. Most of these are container tags: 
elements that have content between the beginning and ending tag. 
 
TAG NAME DESCRIPTION 
doctype* Declares and defines the type of document.  
html Describes all of the content on the page.  
head Contains information such as style, script and other formatting content. 
title This element contains the title of the page and is displayed at the top of the 

browser window. It resides within the HEAD tags. 
body This element contains and serves up the visible content that will be displayed 

on the page. It resides within the HTML tags. 
h1, h2, h3, 
h4, h5, h6 

Heading tags mark areas of the page that are headings in the content, and 
should show levels of importance on the page. These elements have a rank 
given by the number in their name. 

p Creates a paragraph of text on the page, separated from adjacent blocks 
through blank lines. 

br* Creates a line break in the content of the page.  
a* Creates a hyperlink to another page, image, or file on the web.  
ul, ol Creates a list of items, either “un-ordered” (bulleted) or “ordered” 

(numbered, lettered, etc.).  
li Creates a list item under an ordered (OL) or unordered (UL) list.  
strong Represents something of importance on the page; by default this is often 

bolded.  
em Used to stress emphasis, ie, something that is pronounced differently; 

traditionally, this element was italicized. 
 
* these are not technically container tags, but we will be using these in our practice. 
 
CREATING YOUR FIRST PAGE 
The most recent iteration of HTML is HTML5. This is an evolving specification but we 
will adopt the most basic elements of HTML5 in our coding, so that pages will evolve 
right along with the specification.  
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To create our first page, we’ll need to start by 
setting up our workspace. You should have 
setup your WebDesign1 folder last week, and 
downloaded/unzipped all files from 
Lynda.com. To begin, we’ll create a week2 
folder to work in this week.  
 

• In your WebDesign1 root folder,  
create a new folder 

• Name the new folder “week2”  
(use no spaces) 

 
Coding Your Page 
We will use a simple text editor to hand-code our first page.  

 Launch Notepad++ (PC) or TextWrangler (Mac)  
 Create a new text document – select File > New (Ctrl-N or Cmd-N) 
 Save the file as f irst -page.html in your week2 folder (File > Save) 

 
Next, add a very basic set of tags to create and contain the page. Type the following 
into your first-page.html file in your text editor (type carefully – it must be exact). 

 
So what do these tags mean?  

• doctype defines the document type; 
• html contains all page content; 
• head contains the information about the page 

for the browser; 
• we define the character set (charset) using a 

META tag – this ensures that the browser 
knows what the character encoding is; 

• t i t le tells the browser the text to show in the top 
of the browser window; 

• body contains all visible items on the page. 
 
TIP: Open your text editor and the 
browser window and position them 
side-by-side as you work on your 
HTML files.  
 
Each time you make a change in 
your HTML code, save it in your 
text editor, and then hit the Reload 
button in your Browser to load the 
revised version of your code. 
 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
<meta charset="utf-8"> 
<title>My First Page</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
  Here is my very first page. 
</body> 
</html> 
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PREVIEWING YOUR FILE 
Save your f irst -page.html file. To preview your file in a browser, do the following: 

• Launch a browser (please use Internet Explorer or Firefox); 
• Select Cmd-O (Mac) or Ctrl-O (PC) to open a file; 
• Browse to your HTML file in the week2 folder, and select it; 
• Click to open the file.  

 
Your page in the browser should be just a simple line of text, such as this: 
 

 
 
NOTE: You are viewing this page from your DESKTOP. Only you can currently see this page. It 
is not yet publicly available on the web.  
 
ABOUT EMPTY SPACE IN HTML 
Empty space, or white space is any kind of space, the space character, the tab 
character, a line feed. HTML basically compresses white space (spaces, hard returns, 
etc.) in the code, and folds it into one space. So these examples produce the EXACT 
same page in a browser, regardless of the extra space: 
 

NOTE: Indents, spaces and line returns (above) in the code are irrelevant. 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
<meta charset="utf-8"> 
<title>My First Page</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
 
Here is my very first page. 
 
</body> 
</html> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
 
<html><head> 
   <meta charset="utf-8"> 
   <title> 
       My First Page 
   </title> 
</head> 
 
<body> 
Here is my very first page. 
</body></html> 
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ADDING CONTENT AND BASIC MARKUP 
Headings (H1, H2, etc.) in HTML add valuable structure to your document, telling 
search engines and other automated tools how to understand your content.  By 
default, headings are rendered bold, and are sized larger (H1, H2, H3) or smaller 
(H4, H5, H6) than the average browser text size. You can style these headings later, 
to look a specific way.  

• Select the text in your first-page.html file “Here is my very first page.”  
o Delete or cut the text from the document, removing it;  

• In it’s place, type Fall Semester 2012; 
o Wrap h1 tags around this text, to designate it is a major page heading 

• Hit return twice to give yourself some space; 
o Type a paragraph (2-3 sentences) of text describing a little about how an 

average week will unfold for you this semester; 
o Wrap an opening and closing paragraph tag around the text; 

• See the code below for an example; 
• Save your file and preview it in a browser. 

 

<body> 
 
<h1>Fall Semester 2012</h1> 
 
<p>My week includes a combination of work, studying, and family commitments. I 
spend time in class or online working on assignments and projects each week. I also 
work and have a small child that needs caring for. My schedule is quite busy. </p> 
 
</body> 

 
When you save and preview your file, your page should show a bold, larger heading 
followed by an empty line of space and a paragraph of text.  
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If you want to simply add a line break (or “soft-return”) in your content, without 
starting a new paragraph, you can use the break tag.  
 

<p>My week includes a combination of 
work, studying, and family commitments.  
I spend time in class or online working  
on assignments and projects each week. 
<br /> 
I also work and have a small child that 
needs caring for. My schedule is quite 
busy. </p> 

 

 

 

 
Add a break tag to content. Save and preview the page in a browser. 
 
ORGANIZING CONTENT WITH LISTS 
Lists are one of the easiest ways to organize content, while also using good semantic 
markup to tell the browser how to interpret the information.  

• Place your cursor after the closing paragraph tag 
• Hit return twice to give yourself some room 

o Type a secondary headline, “My Contact Information” 
o Wrap an H2 tag around this new heading 

• Hit return twice to give yourself some room 
• Type a quick list of your contact information 

o Wrap a set of UL (unordered list) tags around the list of items 
o Wrap a set of LI (list item) tags around EACH of the items 

 
 

I also work and have a small child that 
needs caring for. My schedule is quite 
busy. </p> 
 
<h2>My Contact Information</h2> 
 
<ul> 
 <li>Office Phone: 410-777-7105</li> 
 <li>Mobile Phone: 410-000-0000</li> 
 <li>Email: jmschuster@aacc.edu</li>  
</ul> 

 

 

 
 
Save your f irst -page.html file, and preview it in a browser.  
 
Now, we’ll add an ordered list of items. Ordered lists are numbered or lettered lists 
that allow you show a priority based on order in your lists. 
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Do the following in your first-page.html file:  
• Place your cursor after the closing unordered list tag (the last </ul>) 
• Hit return twice to give yourself some room 

o Type a secondary headline, “My Course Schedule” 
o Wrap an H2 tag around this new heading 

• Hit return twice to give yourself some room 
• Type a quick list of your courses this semester and at the end, add “More Information: 

AACC Website” 
o Wrap an OL (unordered list) tag around the list of items 
o Wrap a LI (list item) tag around EACH of the listed items 

 

<ul> 
 <li>Office Phone: 410-777-7105</li> 
 <li>Mobile Phone: 410-000-0000</li> 
 <li>Email: jmschuster@aacc.edu </li> 
</ul> 
 
<h2> My Course Schedule </h2> 
 
<ol> 
 <li> Web Design 1 – ART 170 </li> 
 <li> Graphic Design 1 – ART 166 </li> 
<li> More Information: AACC Website” </li> 
</ol> 

 
NOTE: If you scan your page now in a 
browser, you’ll start to notice that we are 
creating visual hierarchy on the page, by 
simply marking up our code. This is 
important, in that it tells the viewer as well 
as search engines, what is important. 

 

 
 
Headers adjust size and boldness of text on the screen. When we look at the screen 
above, we see that by nature of size and placement, “My Contact Information” and 
“My Course Schedule” are natural sub-headings under “Fall Semester 2012”. Lists 
indent text further help us scan documents and quickly review material on the page.  
 
ADDING EMPHASIS 
We can use two tags to add emphasis to specific areas of text on the page.  

• The <strong> tag stresses that certain content is important, and puts it into 
the context of a hierarchy.  

• The <em> tag emphasizes text the same way words or phrases would be 
emphasized when spoken (ie, “Japanese is a difficult language to learn.”) 
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Use <strong> to stress importance, and <em> to emphasize certain words in your 
content. For example: 
 

<p>My week includes a combination of 
<strong>work, studying, and 
family</strong> commitments.  
I spend time in class or online working  
on assignments and projects each week. 
<br /> 
I also work <em>and</em> have a 
small child that needs caring for. My 
schedule is quite busy. </p> 

 

 

<h2> My Course Schedule </h2> 
 
<ol> 
 <li> Web Design 1 – ART 170 </li> 
 <li> Graphic Design 1 – ART 166 </li> 
 <li> <strong>More Information: AACC 
Website</strong> </li> 
</ol> 

 

 
NOTE: Nesting tags involves wrapping more than one set of tags around text within a block 
of text. When you nest tags, you close the tags in the opposite order that you opened them. 
 
Save your f i le. Preview your file in a browser.  
 
Adding Link Tags 
There are two standard ways to create links: absolute and relative paths. Links are 
created using the A tag and may reference a path to a file, email address, or a URL. 
 
EXAMPLES: an absolute URL (website address) and an email address.  
 

<li>Email: <a href=”mailto:jmschuster@aacc.edu”>jmschuster@aacc.edu </a></li> 

 

<li> <strong>More Information:  
<a href=”http://www.aacc.edu”>AACC Website</a></strong> </li> 

 
Add both to your practice file. Save your file and preview it in a browser.  
 
FTP Your Files 
Once you are done creating your page in Notepad++ or TextWrangler, you will need 
to FTP your files and determine the link: 

• Launch Dreamweaver  
• Make sure your WebDesign1 site is setup in the Site Manager. 

o SEE LECTURE AND VIDEO DEMO ON ANGEL for MORE INFORMATION 
• Expand your FILES panel, and connect to the remote server.  
• Select your resume file and PUT it on the server.  
• Check your file using the proper URL. 
• Post a l ink to the fi le on the Discussion Forum on ANGEL.  


